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CHAPTER 1:

DESIGN THEOREM

ABSTRACT
Homeless persons have the same needs as other people but need support to obtain a ‘life
quality” (Hansen). The Homeless community utilizes many different services ranging from food,
clothing, health, and storage. The most prevalent issue is access to these services. Access
can be affected by controlled access, time of year accessibility, or access to supplies. Along
with accessibility issues the services are often fragmented throughout large-scale cities.
The notion of support and access needs to be taken into account. As of January 2020, there
are 580,466 homeless individuals in the United States this number has grown by 10.32%
since 2019. Often these individuals reside in large-scale cities. This does not mean as city
growth increases so does the homeless population. It just means services become harder for
the homeless community to access. City growth can lead to economic and environmental development providing more and more space for the economically advantaged or housed community. With that comes the “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) phenomenon which puts a limit
on the services in the sense of controlled access.
This thesis seeks to explore the idea of providing normalcy to the homeless community. A
large scope of what the homeless community needs is obtained through services. The way
in which the services are provided can impact the dynamic of homelessness in the United
States.

ABSTRACT
Why continue to approach the homeless community from the same angle?
As cities grow and systems change, we as the housed community adapt to that and welcome
these new forms of doing activities into our lives. But for the unhoused populations, we
continue to do a lot of the same things which include shelters, providing special services
within shelters, food pantries, and clinics all of which are vital to the homeless community but
are places that the individuals have to go to which can become dangerous. As cities grow,
redevelop, and economically improve a homeless person becomes a threat continuously
having to hide from the public view but still needing to access public services. On top of
that these group-based facilities can be violent for the people utilizing the service or a safety
concern for the people providing the service.
Some detailed key issues with how services are offered are the approach and the interaction.
The approach issue is continuously increased due to the “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY)
community. Which is a person or community who objects to the siting of something perceived
as unpleasant or hazardous in the area where they live, especially while raising no such
objections to similar developments elsewhere.

In the City of Atlanta, this reaction is not only coming from the housed community it is also
coming from the police force. The interaction issue is increased because of the mental health
perspective, the gathering of individuals can increase stress in an already stressed individual
which can lead to conflict and violence as stated by Price (APA)
With the city of Atlanta expanding as quickly as it is the NIMBY community is expanding as
well. Further providing stress to the homeless community. There needs to be another way in
which services are provided so that the homeless community is not at risk.

CHRONIC

People who have
experienced homelessness
for at least a year repeatedly
such as:

HOMELESS COMMUNITY
The Merriam-Webster definition of homelessness is “having no home or permanent
residence.” This means that a homeless community is a group of persons who have no home
or residence. This definition is considered nonspecific causing many different definitions to
arise for homelessness, even type-based definitions.
Type-based definitions are defining the homeless community based on categories. The
definitions have been developed based on the root definition but add character traits,
timelines, demographics, and actions. The type-based definitions that I will be focusing on
include Chronic, Episodic, Transitional, and Hidden.

EPISODIC

People who have a recurrent
problem with housing, traits
often include:

serious mental issue

experience minimum
income

substance abuse disorder

sporadic domestic situation

physical disability

physical disability

Chronically Homeless: an unaccompanied
homeless individual with a disabling condition
continuously homeless for a year or more
minimum for 4 episodes of homeless in the
previous 3 years.

Episodic Homeless: Currently homeless and have
experienced at least 3 periods of homelessness
in the previous year

TRANSITIONAL

HIDDEN

People who enter the shelter
system such as:

People who live temporarily
with others such as:

one stay or a short period
in shelter

no guarantee of continued
residency

phase of transition into
more stable housing

immediate prospects for
accessing permanent
housing

Transitional homeless: Likely younger and
generally enter a shelter or a temporary system
for only one brief stay

Hidden Homeless: Individuals temporarily
living with others without a guarantee that they
will be able to stay long-term and without
immediate prospects for acquiring permanent
housing.

Basic – Include services
that provide a sense of
normalcy
Food
Supplies
Shower
Clothing
HOMELESS NEEDS
The services that are often utilized by the homeless community can range from basic services,
like food and shelter, to advance services like job placement and rental assistance. These
services are often defined by the needs of the individual; looking at what their circumstances
are and the conditions of the individual.
Understanding who these individuals/families are allows the idea of services to be defined.
Defining the service based on stages of need creates a more concrete idea of the services
tier from one area to the next. The stages of service that have been created in the context
of this thesis are Basic Services, Fundamental Services, Intermediate Services, and Advanced
Services. This system does not mean that an individual/family must go through each step to
access the next, but it acts as a categorization of the services.

Fundamental – Includes
services that promote
self-growth and
understanding
Treatment
Counseling
Support
Religious

Intermediate – Includes
services that provide
resourced personal
Childcare
Education
Legal
Finance

Advanced – Include
services that provide
transition-based
opportunity
Job Training
Employment
Rental Placement

City Of Atlanta Growth

Homeless Access to Services

RESTRICTED
ACCESS
2010
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HOMELESS AND EXPANDING CITIES
The homeless community can be drastically affected by the environment around them, even
if that means having to relocate due to environmental or pollical factors. For this thesis, the
focus will be on more pollical factors specifically looking at the NIMBY community or Police
Interaction two of which are major actions in the City of Atlanta.
These two action have become more noticable as the City of Atlanta expands and becomes
more and more redeveloped. The NIMBY community is the notion where residents of a
neighborhood designated a new development (e.g. shelter, affordable housing, group home)
or change in occupancy of existing development as inappropriate or unwanted for their local
area.
NIMBY is an ideology that is often implemented when it comes to measures related to the
homeless often utilizing police force to remove individuals from locations. This happens in
encampments, proposed structures, or facilities.

In the city of Atlanta, this is an issue because there are many existing homeless services in
redeveloping/redeveloped areas. Near these services members of the homeless community
form lines, set up encampments, or spend time near the services. When things like this
happen there can be several responses, the NIMBY community can protest, the police force
can arrest the homeless or there can be a no loitering/soliciting notice posted. All of these
actions limit the homeless communities’ access to services in the city of Atlanta

Above are statistics-based graphs with the information provided by the
Census Bureau the Atlanta Mission.
Graph 1.A shows the change in population for the City of Atlanta from the
2010 Census to the 2020 Census at a constant rate of 1.87% per year.
Graph 1.B shows the change in people serviced by the Atlanta Mission
from 2016 to 2020 as you can see since 1027 the numbers for the
serviced started to fall.
*The Atlanta Mission was chosen due to the variety of locations in which
they serve individuals and the diversity of services offered within the Atlanta
Mission.

The issue of access is a continuous problem within the city of Atlanta. Currently, the housed
community and the police force are not making it doable for all members of the homeless
community to access service in a comfortable/positive way. Instead the city of Atlanta is
limiting access.

To provide the homeless community with access, access must be provided but in a
nontraditional way. Since the city is expanding and changing for the housed community the
same must happen for the unhoused community.
To investigate new ways of providing access to services I will first understand how locations
both around the world and within the United States are providing services to the homeless
community. This will act as case studies and understanding of how to provide service in a
positive way.

NORWAY

7 homeless/10,000 people
FINLAND

8.8 homeless/10,000 people
DENMARK

11 homeless/10,000 people

Denmark - Implemented a model
based on learning opportunities more
focused on persons under the age
of 25, since that is the bulk of the
homeless population in Denmark.
Job Training Service
Community-based system
Has This Model Worked?

76% Increase Since 2010
11 homeless/10,000 people

Finland – Implemented a Housing
First Model, this model looks a
providing permanent housing,
principles of harm reduction, and the
consumer right to choose homeless
services.

Norway – Implemented a Housing
First Model with a focus shifted
more toward housing security and
community/municipality-based
legislation to help individuals stay in
their homes.

Community-based system

Community-based system

Has This Model Worked?

Has This Model Worked?

35% Decrease Since 2010
8.8 homeless/10,000 people

49% Decrease Since 2010
7 homeless/10,000 people

SERVICE STRUCTURE IMPACT ON COMMUNITY
There are countries throughout the world that are taking initiative to provide for the homeless
community. Initiatives can happen in the context of service or the context of housing. This
thesis will focus on the context of service and how its implementation can affect the homeless
community as well as the surrounding environment.
The approaches to homelessness on a global scale are highly centered around solving it.
With that being known there are three (3) countries that have implemented different measures
that have shown success. The thesis will be looking briefly at these countries’ strategies and
tactics and seek an understanding of how the homeless community responded to these
measures.

GLOBAL
Denmark has recently seen a large growth in
its homeless population, in particular persons
under the age of 25. Their model is more based
on learning opportunities so that younger age
individuals can be moved out of the youth hostel
system quicker. The programs that are over these
initiatives are more private-based entities, for
example, The Alliance, A Home for All provides
the youth with the opportunity to explore art in
the forms of musical and digital. The model in
Denmark is purely services-based now and
has shown success, but Denmark is looking to
expand into the development market with approval
from the local municipalities.

Finland implemented the housing first model this
model looks at providing the permanence of
housing, principles of harm reduction, and the
consumer’s right to make choices about support
services. The homeless community of Finland
has responded actively to this model over the
course of 12 years. The number in Finland has
been dropping at consistent rates since 2008.
There have been statements from the homeless
community stating that the idea of providing
housing options along with different levels of
services has allowed quicker rehabilitation.

Norway has implemented a model very similar
to that of Finland, but their focus is more shifted
towards housing security and making sure that
individuals and families who are currently under
housing assistance programs are able to keep
their homes. The service offered is called Housing
Welfare they don’t only help with the placement
of individuals, but they also provide educational
programs and financial services to the group that
uses their service.

Norway and Finland both represent the housing
first model as the bases for their homeless services. This model can be an issue do the NIMBY
community within Atlanta. The optional service
structure and the combination of community and
services are strong program features that have
shown helpful to the homeless community.
Denmark on the other hand does not have a
strong Housing first model but does provide a
strong service sector for the youth. By providing
a strong system that empowers members of the
community there will be active participation.

WASHINGTON

30.1 homeless/10,000 people
CALIFORNIA

40.9 homeless/10,000 people
Los Angeles- Local organizations

have implemented small-scale
regulated neighborhoods of tiny
houses.

ARIZONA

Centrally Organized Station

GEORGIA

Connection to nearby
Communities

15.1 homeless/10,000 people
9.6 homeless/10,000 people

Phoenix-Local organizations

implement homeless to access
allotted empty parking lots
centrally located in the central
city area. .
Access to services
Safe conditions to set up
encampments

Seattle- Local organizations

implemented regulated homeless
camps located in various areas
outside of Seattle.

In the following cases of Phoenix, AR, Los Angeles, CA, and Seattle, WA they have all
implemented measures to provide to the homeless community in very different ways.

for the homeless community at a
large scale.

Centrally Organized Station

Scattered Services within city

Regulated Access to Central
City

Removal of Encampments

SERVICE STRUCTURE IMPACT ON COMMUNITY
Within the United States, the situation of a homeless individual can vary from one state to
another and even from one city to another. Nationally there is a lot of conversation around
the situation of homelessness within the United States, but it is ultimately up to the individual
cities to determine how measures can be implemented. The services sector can be either
a government-based approach or a private-sector approach. Multiple cities in the United
States utilize a government-based approach with assistance from the private sector. Cities like
Phoenix, Seattle, and Los Angeles all have a large government presence when it comes to
implementing strategies and services to help the homeless populations in their cities.

Atlanta- No current city wide help

UNITED STATES
In Los Angeles, CA there is a push for supportive
housing within the county from a government
level, going after the housing first model. With
the large homeless community and the growing
population, it is important from a government
level that these individuals have somewhere to
go. Serval levels of supportive housing structures
are continuously being implemented within Los
Angeles County but very few measures have been
taken in the measure of rehabilitation.

In Phoenix, AR they utilize local government
regulation at a county and a city level to
determine goals and actions for the homeless
community. For Phoenix, the main goal is to
Lead with Service this means that the government
and the private sector personnel are actively
communicating with the groups experiencing
homelessness. The goal is to provide them with
as much assistance as the groups need and
not criminalize these groups, by providing an
equitable partnership and community assistance at
all levels. There has been a successful trust built
between the homeless community and the service
personnel

In Seattle, WA their model is very much
government-centered, it is a person-centered
service model. This model is a highly structured
system built around the idea of prevention for the
people in the housing market. For the individuals/
families that are within the homeless community,
it is a service action by providing service stations
like hygiene centers and cleaning up constantly it
provides a clean space for the large unsheltered
community. The service-centered approach for
Seattle has shown success in providing a clean
environment.

In the United States, the overall service structure
is very different, but these three cities have found
another way to attack the issue of homelessness
by pairing up the government and the private
sector services. Because of this partnership, they
have experienced positive outcomes. Phoenix and
Seattle have based their models on service and
getting the services to the homeless community.
Meeting the homeless community where they are
has allowed for a trust to be built as well as a
better environment.
I have pulled from this case based analysis two
structure points. The structure points include a
combination of community and services, while
also bringing services to them.

Mental Illness Since

2015 Severe Mental Illness in the
homeless community has increased
by 40%.

ATLANTA
The Homeless Community in the City of Atlanta is limited in how they can obtain services.
While homeless services do exist within the City of Atlanta, they can become limited on whom
they provide services to, how many services they offer, and the location of the service. With
the city growing rapidly, the number of residents, as well as the number of members of the
homeless community, has increased. Since 2019, the unsheltered homeless community
has increased by 31% with 1000 homeless individuals experiencing some type of serious
mental illness while 98 homeless individuals have experienced serious domestic violence
situations. Even though there are services out there to help these individuals the services are
very scattered within Atlanta. Additionally, relocation is a factor. The City of Atlanta is growing
and so is the NIMBY community of residents. The NIMBY community puts the homeless
community at a disadvantage because they are being forcibly removed and relocated further
away from the services that they need.

Substance Use
Disorder Since 2015 Chronic

Substance Abuse in the homeless
community hass increased by 30%

Domestic Violence

Since 2015 people who identified
as survivors of domestic violence
has decreased by 20%

“Homeless persons have the same needs as other people,
but some need support to obtain a ‘life quality.”
(Hansen)

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
To make a typology that provides the homeless community with a level of access that also
promotes acceptance. This thesis proposes a new typology. Hansen states that “Homeless
persons have the same needs as other people but need support to obtain a ‘life quality”
Homelessness needs to be a normalized aspect. This means that we do not neglect that
it exists, but that society provides measures and gives the homeless community access to
function in the space as they want to function.
The Service Hub will provide distribution capabilities to encampments as well as in-house
services. This design approach will be based on the existing typology of a distribution center.
This proposal, that includes both a combination of the humanitarian program and industrial
program, changes the development of how communities are impacted.

CHAPTER 2:

TYPOLOGY STUDY

FRAMEWORK
With this thesis, there are two project goals: the first is to meet the homeless community
where they are, and the second is to combine the housed community and the services.
Typically, these two activities are done through people organizations by way of activities.
This thesis will look at providing these measures through architecture. To execute this idea
architecture that does these activities must be provided.
Meeting the homeless community where they are can be accomplished through a dispatch
service. This service can happen architecturally through a distribution center. The distribution
center is typically a closed program organization that focuses on connecting supply to a user.
Combining community and services is typically done through the placement of a homeless
service in a community area so that two activities are happening in one location. The goal of
this practice is to get the community and the homeless to interact with each other. This goal
can be accomplished architecturally by placing community service and homeless services
within one facility creating programmatic separation when needed.

Combining the distribution architecture and the service-based architecture create a system or
architecture known as hybrid architecture. Hybrid architecture is the combination of industrial
and publicly accessible architecture.
The two architectural programmatic systems that will be studied are the Distribution Center
Model and the Hybrid Architecture Model. These models will be studied based on the
following criteria: site context, programmatic division, circulation, and access. Through these
studies, a programmatic design framework will be created.

Renault Distribution Center

I Am Recycled

DISTRIBUTION CENTER
The distribution center model focuses on the everyday user of the space and their need for
space. Typically, the user provides a service, that service is then divided into the needed
program. The service can then be distributed to the user’s clients. This model typically has
little to no publicly accessible areas.

Renault Distribution Center
Henry County Schools Distribution Center

Located in Swindon, United Kingdom originally design for a car manufacturer with an
approximately 269000 sqft footprint. Designed by Norman Foster in 1980.

I Am Recycled
Located in Basque Country, Spain designed to be used as a recycling center, reuse
workshop, and second-hand product sales with an approximately 28000 sqft footprint.
Designed by PKMN Archiectures in 2014

Henry County Schools Distribution Center
Located in McDonough, GA, United States designed to be used for the facility and
maintenance of Henry County High Schools with an approximately 48000 sqft footprint.
Designed by Manley Spangler Smith Architects in 2020

Renault Distribution Center
85% storage spaces
Located in a highly residential area surrounded by 2 other heavy industrial
buildings.
Located off the main road
Contained a publicly accessible area in front labeled a the gallery space taking up
10% of the building footprint.

Renault Distribution Center

I Am Recycled

Henry County Schools Distribution Center

I Am Recycled
65% Storage spaces
Located in a dense urban area surrounded by buildings with truck access at the
front
Located off a side road near the highway
Contains a publicly accessibly shopping area on the second level taking up 5% of
the building footprint

Henry County Schools Distribution Center
90% storage area
Located in an industrial sector that is surrounded by distanced residential housing
Located off of the main road
Contains no publicly accessible areas

Copenhill

Tofu Factory

HYBRID ARCHITECTURE
A hybrid architecture model provides a balance between public and private components. By
looking at two user groups. User group A is an external user that only occupies public space.
User B is an internal user that can access the private spaces. The two groups are invited into
the space and are then divided by occupancy spaces that run in a similar direction.

Copenhill
PARK N’ PLAY

Located in Denmark this facility is a combined heat and power waste to energy plant that
also acts as a ski slope for the public. The building is approximately 441,000 sqft and was
designed by BIG Architects in 2013.

Tofu Factory
Located in China this facility is a tofu production facility that acts as a community service hub
and a dining facility the two programs are separated by circulation paths. The building is
approximately 13000 sqft and was designed by DnA in 2018.

PARK N’ PLAY
Located in Denmark this facility is a parking deck that contains a park area on the roof of the
facility. The building is also incased with a green façade. The building is approximately 25800
sqft and was designed by JAJA Architects in 2016.

Copenhill
25% Publicly accessible space
Located in a highly industrial sector of Denmark
The building’s industrial area is majority unseen by the public but can
be seen and accessed publicly through the administrative area

Copenhill

Tofu Factory

PARK N’ PLAY

Tofu Factory
40% Publicly accessible space
Located in a private majority residential area
The building’s industrial sector is visually accessible to the viewer but
contains the opportunity to be activated publicly when needed

PARK N’ PLAY
25% publicly accessible space
Located in a very public urban environment
Since it is a parking deck the industrial aspect is accessible when
needed

LESS THAN 16%
PUBLIC SPACE IT IS
NOT HYBRID

CONCLUSION
These typology studies have been conducted to provide information about the
programmatic design guideline needed to create a typology combination of
industrial and public/private services. The overall typology of the project will be a
hybrid model with the homeless services acting as the private program and the
community services acting as the public program.
According to the studies, the hybrid architecture model relies heavily on circulation
and accessibility routes allowing two different programs to function within the
same facility. Features that I have pulled out of the hybrid model study include the
following: Containing 25% publicly accessible space, public space is often facing
the main street or a highly noticeable feature in the exterior design, separate public
and private entrances are often located on different faces of the façade, and major
circulation occurring within space.
For this precedent study, the main goal was to understand how their different
programmatic systems come together through means of circulation as well as the
creating spatial separation between Public and Private Spaces. This will be critical
in understanding how to prong the programs together into a system that serves the
community’s immediate needs but primarily services the homeless community.

MORE THAN 25%
PUBLIC SPACE IT IS
HYBRID

PRIVATE SPACE
CONTAIN
RESTRICTED
ACCESS

CIRCULATION
SEPARATATION
BETWEEN PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE

ACTIVATED
SURROUNDING
AREA TO
ENCOURAGE
ACTIVIY

CHAPTER 3:

SITE SELECTION

CONTEXT
For the site to be successful it would have to meet all the following requirements:
Opportunities for Vehicular and Nonvehicular Access, Opportunities for Public
Interaction, Opportunities for Private Programs, and Opportunities for Development.
The notion of accessibility can be met by having access to various forms of
transportation allowing both the homeless community to get to the site and the
service to get to the homeless.
The notion of service can be met by obtaining the opportunity for a private program.
A private program will provide a safety barrier for the majority user group, the
homeless community.
The notion of community can be met by placing the site in a developing
neighborhood this provides access to the site encouragement of public access.

542

CHRONIC TOTAL

26.1 % Identify as Female

YOUTH TOTAL

72.9 % Identify as Male

FAMILY TOTAL

>1% Identify as Transgender or Other

193
249

SHELTERED
MEMBERS IN POPULATION

UNSHELTERED

MEMBERS IN POPULATION

0.007%

31%

30%

25% Decrease in the Atlanta

10%

8% Decrease in the Atlanta Homeless

Increase in the Atlanta
Homeless community since 2019

MEMBERS IN POPULATION

Homeless
VETERAN TOTAL

NOT IN
SUBPOPULATION

322

MEMBERS IN POPULATION

1,934

MEMBERS IN POPULATION

since 2015

Increase in the Atlanta Homeless
community of unsheltered since 2019

Decrease in the Atlanta
Homeless community of unsheltered
since 2019

Decrease in the Atlanta
Homeless community of sheltered since
2019

community of sheltered since 2015

CIty of Atlanta Homeless Services Location

1

2

43
5

Large Homeless Encampments Removed by the
City of Atlanta Officials (Aug 2021-Feb 2022)
1

Buford Hwy Location

2

Grady Hospital Location

3

Georgia State Capital

4

Fulton County Courthouse

5

Under 1-20 Overpass

4

1

3
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5
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1

Hughey Family Foundation Corp

2

HOPE Atlanta

3

Atlanta Mission

4

Covenant House Georgia

5

Altanta Mission

6

Red Sheild Services

7

Crossroads Community Ministeries

8

Housing Plus

9

Project Community Connections

10 Gateway Center
11 Nicolas House

I-75/85 HIGHWAY

Upcoming Redevelopment Corridor Projects

I-20 HIGHWAY

Northside Dr NW

285 HIGHWAY

Main Travel Corridors

Donald Lee Hollowell Pkwy

I-75/85 Highway
Ponce De Leon Ave NW

I-20 Highway
Northside Dr NW
Ponce De Leon Ave NW
Donald Lee Hollowell Pkwy

2
1

3

4

285 Highway

5

6

7

1

Colliers Heights

2

Almond Park, Corey Park

3

Central Hill, Harvel Homes
Community

4

Iven Hill

5

Adams Park, Laurens Valley Southwest

6

Campellton Road, Fort Valley,
Pomana Park

7

Blairsville Poole Creek, Glenrose
Heights, Orchard Knob, Rosedale
Heights

The combination of the different context maps provides an understanding of the City
of Atlanta’s activity. This map shows that much of the homeless activity is centralized
in the downtown district. This map also shows that there are redevelopment
strategies focused on the West Atlanta area.
These conditions pose an opportunity for this project. The large developments
happening on the west side of Atlanta means the area is largely untouched by
developmentshowever this may not be true in the future. One of the measures
needed for this project is the opportunity for development. A location in West Atlanta
will allow the project to, theoretically, thrive because the environment will be built
around it.
However, there needs to be access to the homeless. On the West side of Atlanta,
there is a diverse street network that can take an individual from one area to
another without having to get on the highway. Without the highway, it can take an
upward of 15 min to get to the downtown district. This allows for the ability to travel
to a homeless encampment. For immediate homeless services there are two (2)
facilities on the west side of Atlanta. In the next step, there will be a focus on the
area between those facilities to further the site selection process.
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Northside Dr NW
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Major Roads
Northside Dr NW
Donald Lee Hollowell Pkwy
West Marietta

Land Use
Business
Cultural
Residential
Leisure
Services

Donald Lee Hollowell Pkwy

Connectivity to
Encampment Areas

Connectivity to Homeless
Services

When considering a site location not only does the user and the access the user
needs to the site need to be taken into account, but the physical site must be
justified. At Knight Park Howell Station, 950 West Marietta St, is an abandoned
distribution center that sits at a major intersection along with West Marietta and
Joseph E Lowery Blvd. This abandoned building does not only provide a location,
but it provides ease of access to all major road networks making it a qualified site
location.

CHAPTER 4:

PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS

ACCESS

COMMUNITY

QUALITY

PRIVACY

ACCESS

COMMUNITY

QUALITY

PRIVACY

Create the ability to meet the
user at their location

Provide reasonably sized
spaces for all homeless
conditions.

Create a space so that the
user can grow.

Provide the user with
individualized access

Provide a level of support for
short term and long-term users

Create safe spaces for the user

Provide services that are
commonly used by the user
provide that can be delivered
to encampments and provided
within the facility.

Create spaces that allow the
user to function appropriately.

SURROUNDING CONTEXT

AREA NOISE LEVELS

The site’s surrounding context includes a highly developed area on the
East and a highly industrial area on the West Side of the site. On the
east side of the site, you can find features that typically occur in new
developments, but you will also find access to services. In the immediate
area there are three (3) service facilities. Two (2) of the services to the
East of the site provide shelter facilities that can be used in partnership
with the proposed facility. The other service is the food pantry which the
proposed facility can utilize as a service or provide goods to that facility.

The noise is caused by the area activity. In this area most of the noise
comes from the east side. Therefore, the east side has more public
activity. The noise pollution in the area can be caused by several factors
including vehicular transportation.
This does mean there will be a negative impact on the site. However, it
means the site will get a lot of public interaction, which will allow growth
in the community aspect of the site. With apartment buildings directly
across the street, it can create site activity that can be positive for the
proposed facility. This will create potential acceptance in the community.

HOMELESS PROGRAM VICINITY MAP

Land
Use
Business
Cultural
Residential
Leisure
Services
PROGRAMMATIC DIAGRAMMING
Based on the maps and the Homeless Program Vicinity there are major
needs for the homeless community services. Below I have listed the
program requirements based on the project goals.
Overflow Services
Job Training
Private Sleeping areas
Emergency Medical
Distribution
External Resources Transportation

COMMUNITY PROGRAM VICINITY MAP

Land
Use
Business
Cultural
Residential
Leisure
Services

Based on the map and the community program vicinity map there are
community aspects that are not available to the public. Below I have
program requirements based on the project goals, I will also provide
how these services can assist the homeless services.

Event space

Coffee shops

Community garden

Provides a financial opportunity for the facility
Provides an opportunity for job training
Co-working space
Provides income for the facility
Provides flex spaces for job training either for homeless or
community

Provides work experience for homeless
Provides flex space for training

Provides a community market space
Provides a job training opportunity
Provides income for the facility
Community kitchen
Expansion program opportunity for
community
Provides community growth in skills
and education
Provided income for the facility

PROGRAMMATIC MATRIX
10%
12%
5%

75%

75%

35%

28%

25%

25%

2%
5%
5%
13%

PROJECT GOALS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH PROGRAMMING

ACCESS

COMMUNITY

QUALITY

PRIVACY

Create the ability to meet the
user at their location

Provide reasonably sized
spaces for all homeless
conditions.

Create a space so that the
user can grow.

Provide the user with
individualized access

Provide a level of support for
short term and long-term users

Create safe spaces for the user

Provide services that are
commonly used by the user
provide that can be delivered
to encampments and provided
within the facility.

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

Create spaces that allow the
user to function appropriately.

SPACE PLANNING

FIRST FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

CHAPTER 5:

DESIGN PROPOSAL

Basic – Include services
that provide a sense of
normalcy
Food
Supplies
Shower
Clothing

DESIGN INTERVEENTION
The key points that have been developed throughout each stage of the
project have acted as guidelines for the design process starting will the
identification of the needs of the user and categorizing them, following
up with the key aspects of a hybrid model, ending with what the
accomplishments of the project need to be to identify as successful. All
of this information is compiled to recognize that the base of this project
is to propose a new typology for the homeless services in the City of
Atlanta.
This section will look into a design intervention proposing an iteration of
the project. Next there will be a conclusion portion reviewing the design
parameters to determine if the design intervention has met the proposed
guidelines for the project.

LESS THAN 16%
PUBLIC SPACE IT IS
NOT HYBRID
MORE THAN 25%
PUBLIC SPACE IT IS
HYBRID

Fundamental – Includes
services that promote
self-growth and
understanding
Treatment
Counseling
Support
Religious

PRIVATE SPACE
CONTAIN
RESTRICTED
ACCESS

Intermediate – Includes
services that provide
resourced personal
Childcare
Education
Legal
Finance

CIRCULATION
SEPARATATION
BETWEEN PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE

Advanced – Include
services that provide
transition-based
opportunity
Job Training
Employment
Rental Placement

ACTIVATED
SURROUNDING
AREA TO
ENCOURAGE
ACTIVIY

ACCESS

COMMUNITY

QUALITY

PRIVACY

Create the ability to meet the
user at their location

Provide reasonably sized
spaces for all homeless
conditions.

Create a space so that the
user can grow.

Provide the user with
individualized access

Provide a level of support for
short term and long-term users

Create safe spaces for the user

Provide services that are
commonly used by the user
provide that can be delivered
to encampments and provided
within the facility.

Create spaces that allow the
user to function appropriately.

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR
SERVICE HUB: AN ADAPTIVE REUSE
ADVANCING COMMUNITIES AND THE
HIDDEN POPULATION
950 West Marietta St NW: is an existing distribution center that was
abandoned in the Knight Park Howell Station. It has been adapted for
the proposed service hub facility that will provide various services to the
homeless community. These services will be spread out over a 262,753
SQFT facility. The homeless services provided will include basic services,
fundamental services, intermediates services, and advanced services
all of which range from food, clothing, and shelter to job training,
employment, and counseling.
The key aspect of the facility is that it will also be able to dispatch basic
services to encampment sites. While dispatching services, members of
the team will inquire if people want additional assistance and bring them
back to the facility for any needed treatment.
This proposed facility also partners with local homeless facilities to share
and exchange resources, help users seeking additional help to receive
assistance, and provide services to shelters during overflow times.
Since this facility is proposed to help the homeless it receives no
financial gain from its end-user. Instead, to receive financial gain the
proposed facility opens its doors to the community. The community
provides two different aspects. The first aspect is to provide financial
gain to the facility the second aspect is to provide community support to
the homeless user group. Community support is a large aspect of the
need of the homeless and can not be accomplished by the staff alone.
To encourage the surrounding community to become an active part
of the facility there is community-based programming within the facility
such as a large Café/ Workspace, meeting rooms, community kitchen,
and workshops.

The Building Administration is where the facility team will be
located containing accessible office space located just off the
main stair and providing information about both the facility
and the program.

This section of the Homeless Service
Center can provide the user with training
or education. These rooms can either be
occupied for future job purposes or to further
their overall education. There are team
members who work in this space to help
manage it.

This Private Sleeping Room is fit for a familysize user group and is in the overflow
space. This space contains 2 beds, double
windows, as well as in-unit storage. The only
aspect that is not included is the bathroom
area, which is located down the hall and is
organized like a communal shower room but
contains private showers for everyone.

The Emergency Care facility is located in an overflow area
due to the size of the facility but can serve up to seven (7)
patients at a time: four (4) patients can be helped in the
exam room while three (3) others can receive counsel.

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

DISTRIBUTION CENTER LAYOUT
The Distribution Center was developed to allow our facility to get
services to individuals who can’t get to us. The services that we
dispatch can range from week to week but the things that we will always
offer are Food, Clothing, Blankets, Tents, and Personal Care/Emergency
Items. The facility will have a shower truck come out every other week
because that is outsourced through another company. In-house, the
storage facility is organized and separated into temperature-controlled
and non-temperature-controlled stored items. The temperaturecontrolled area of the facility can be seen from the main circulation path
in the facility because it is encased in a glass wall to allow light from the
outside to pass through the whole building.

DISTRIBUTION CENTER LAYOUT
As for the Distribution center model once in route, there will be a local
route as well as a city-wide routes. These routes will be done every
other day to make sure they can serve everyone. The route will consist
of getting to all shelters and large encampment sites, The route will
start at 6 am in the morning in and end at 7pm at night and try to stay
between daylight hours to protect our team. On each route, there will be
two (2) team members. It will be organized this way for safety purposes.
To the left, you will find the local route. This route is going to the
shelters as well as the food pantry to drop off or pick up anything that
they can.

REFLECTION
The proposal for the thesis is a new typology for Homeless services in the
City of Atlanta, GA. During the design process, there were two (2) issues that
arose.
The first issue was the public and private aspects of the building, providing
service to both the surrounding community and the homeless community.
This issue came about because there was a battle in understanding how
to provide an equal opportunity entry point but not having it be completely
noticeable to surrounding community members. The concept of NIMBYism
and making homelessness more accepting in communities was challenging.
The battle of how the housed would see the unhoused was often a question.
To combat this issue, I did have to design as if people wanted to be there
and understand that while NIMBY does exist it does not mean that it exists in
everyone.
The second issue was the size of the building given the square footage of
262,753 SQFT starting the organization of the project was difficult. I originally
tried to consider points of access, travel distance, etc.

By doing that the plans would often get too complicated and there were often
many things that I did not consider. To combat this issue, I divided the building into
three (3) sectors ensuring that at the beginning, middle, and end of each sector
that there were exits or stairs.
If I was presented with the opportunity to further study the new typology I would
refine it to a smaller facility, and potentially work with the homeless service facilities
management team to provide better guidance on how this can become real.
I did find some strong key aspects of the design that could work sooner rather
than later and that would be the distribution aspect of the project. The distribution
aspect is already something that happens in our everyday society, when we as
the housed community order packages. If we can do it, we can provide that same
benefits through existing homeless service facilities to the homeless community.
This process would require more staffing and more training, but it could potentially
work.
The overall intention of this project is to find a way to provide a new type of service
that will get to more homeless individuals in the City of Atlanta so that they can
gain some sense of safety, structure, and organization.
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